Brain Games Crossword Puzzles Large Print (Brain Games (Unnumbered))
This book, from the popular Brain Games series, presents more than 80 crossword puzzles in a large-print format. Both the puzzle clues and puzzle grids are enlarged for ease of reading and writing, and each puzzle set is on facing pages. The puzzles get progressively more challenging as you proceed through the book. The more time you spend solving a puzzle, the more you are sure to appreciate the large-print format. If you get stumped, no problem—solutions to all the puzzles are provided in the final section of the book. The book is spiral-bound and handy to use, no matter whether you are at home, on public transportation, in a long security line at the airport, or relaxing at poolside or on the beach. Take along Brain Games: Crossword Puzzles, Large Print wherever you go and don’t forget to have a sharp pencil with you! The Brain Games series was developed to help people increase their memory, sharpen their reasoning, and expand their creative thinking. Working the puzzles in this book can provide a vigorous mental workout for virtually everyone from teenagers to senior citizens.
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**Customer Reviews**

I bought this book for my 93 year old dad, sharp as a tack, who loves to do crossword puzzles. His eyesight isn’t as good as it used to be, but this large print is very easy to read. He enjoys these large print versions so much I have purchased several others for him. Some of the puzzles are very easy and he whips right through them. Others are more challenging and he really has to think. I
think he loves the mixture of easy and challenging.

the print is very readable. the puzzles are just hard enough to be interesting. i keep this beside my chair and pick it up during commercials and boring parts of tv (happening more and more as the puzzles become more interesting than what is on the tv screen)

A gift for my 88 year old mother who lovers crosswords and other puzzle games and has limited vision. She has been working on the puzzles every day and is enjoying being able to see the words. Also like the spiral binding because it is so much easier to handle.

Dad loved them for Christmas gift. He thinks it helps with the larger print. Would certainly purchase like items again.

I've always wondered how a person for whom English is a second language would do our very slangy American English Crossword Puzzles. These puzzles don't rely heavily on slang, but it pops up and sends me down memory lane (i am of an age with many memories of movies, books, and songs that "spoke to my generation"). These puzzles are not no-brainers--it makes me access words and names that I haven't thought for decades and that makes these nostalgic mental challenges. I love it. The large print really does help me focus on the puzzle, not on reading the clues. This whole series of large print crossword puzzles is a blessing!

The person who received the gift was ecstatic. Very helpful and thoughtful gift that does not patronize senior citizens, at the same time, makes it convenient for them to have fun and beat the younger folks handily. The ones in our family do!

Spiral Bound, Large Print RULES!! My mom can't see most crossword puzzles very well, but it's so important to keep her mind active. I wanted spiral bound because mom can flip the page and she doesn't have to fight the book. Mama loved it and is likely almost finished with the entire book. Not to mention, it was in her hands inside of 5 days on the free shipping plan!

The second edition of mildly challenging crossword puzzles in large print. Perfect lay out, one puzzle per page, stays flat for easy writing, thanks to the spiral binding. High quality paper, which doesn't fall apart or smudge when erasing pencil marks. I wish there were many more books like
Unfortunately, I can find only 2, this and one other, and now my mother has completed both! There are word-find versions, which are not the same. I hope they come out with more soon.
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